Douglas R. White
Anthropology, University of California, Irvine
Social Dynamics and Evolution group of MBS
"Civilizations as dynamic networks: Cities, hinterlands, populations, industries, trade and conflict."

Sept. 30: Friday, 1:30-2:50 pm.
UCI Video Conference Room, 122 Social Science Tower
UCLA, Powell Library Rm 285
UCR, Rm B221 Sproul Hall
UCSD CLICS facility, Galbraith Hall Rm 260

* This is the first of four planned multi-campus video-colloquia and one conference during Fall Quarter 2005, with simultaneous participation by students and colleagues at UCI, and the Los Angeles, Riverside, and San Diego campuses. Remaining colloquia will originate from those campuses. The schedule is at http://eclectic.ss.uci.edu/~drwhite/center/videocon.htm